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Why Charter A Jet?

On a recent cruise, our group chartered a small business jet from Barcelona to Zurich.

Not only was it super convenience, but an amazing experience.

Most locations in Europe are an easy 1.5 hour flight or less point to point. Chartering a jet provides a very economical
way for 6 people to travel First Class, avoiding airport hassle of long lines and waits. It also provides a customized
service to your destination direct. In this case, we were leaving the cruise ship on a Sunday, and wanted to spend a
few days at the Burgenstock Resort near Lucerne, Switzerland. There is actually an airport next to the resort, but
unfortunately closed on the weekends, so we had to fly into Zurich, then take a van (weather was not good enough for
a helicopter transfer) to the resort.

For all your jet needs (this is a non-compensated link), please contact:

Gilbert Mindren Jet Charter Specialist
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OKJFA Nextant XT Jet Stats

Nextant XT Performance
Model
Nextant XT
Cruise Speed
516 mph
Range
2,131 mi
Takeoff Distance
3,821 ft
Landing Distance
4,045 ft
Fuel Burn Rate
177 gph
Nextant XT Specifications
Seats
6
Year
2017
Refurbished Year
N/A
Homebase Airport
PRG
Baggage Capacity
56 ft3
Category
Light Jet
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Private Jet Charter Barcelona

The private charter jet waiting room at the BCN (Barcelona) airport.
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Barcelona to Zurich on a Private Jet - Then on to the Burgenstock Resort high above
Lucerne Switzerland

What do you do when your fantastic cruise is over ? Well charter a jet in Barcelona, and travel to Switzerland of
course !

Follow us on our journey from warm and tropical Barcelona to snowy Switzerald for a wonderful post-cruise stay at the
Burgenstock Resort in Lucerne, Switzerland.
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Charter Jet

Interior of the charter jet.
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Jet Catering

Wonderful array of lunch items, from cheese plates, salad, sandwiches, and fruit.
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Jet Catering Refreshments

Everything from soda, beer, and champagne.
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Flying over the Swiss Alps...

Enroute from Barcelona to Zurich. It was November so there was snow on most of the mountains. Because it was a
Sunday after our cruise, we could not land at the Burgenstock Resort directly (Buochs Airport LSZC) which is closed
on Sunday's to limit sound. It turns out there was a mini snow storm in Lucerne, so we coudn't take a helicopter from
ZRH to the private helipad at the Burgenstock, so we took a van from Zurich to the Burgenstock above Lucerne.
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Arriving in Zurich

The Growing Up Without Borders group in a photo with the Jet and crew after landing in Zurich airport.
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